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tinder the Treasury proposal, the framework of the existing 
excess profits tax statute would be substantially retained, with the 
exception that the percentage of past average earning* allowed in 
computing the earnings base isould be lowered to TO per cent from its 
present level of 95 per cent* This amendment ahould yield about #400 
millions in calendar year 1948, on the basis of estimated 1941 corporate 
earnings* Moreover, with rate eohedules and other provisions of the 
existing excess profits tax law substantially unchanged, the additional 
yield resulting from this single amendment would not grow significantly 
in later years as national Incone expands * Efcr reducing the portion of 
base~period earnings to be deducted in computing excess profits, this 
change increases a corporations taxable excess profits by a constant 
amount each year* If accompanied« however, by * revision of the rate 
schedule which would increase the m&xlmt& rate to 75 per cent on tax-
able excess profits over #45,000, the proposal would provide an esti-
mated yield in calendar year 1942 of #650 millions on the probable 
earnings of calendar year 1941* 

Tim President* s alternative proposal establishes a uniform 
excess profits base of 6 per cent return on invested capital* A tax 
rate of 10 per cent is applied to earnings between 6 and 7 per cent of 
invested capital; a rate of SO per cent on earnings between 7 and 8 per 
cent| and the same scale of graduation la continued until a rate of 100 
per cent is reached on earnings in excess of lb per cent* Making the 
somewhat unrealistic assumption that the Imposition of a 100 per cent 
rate on profits above IS per cent would not reduce the volxme of tax-
able excess profits by weakening the incentives to keep down costs, 
this proposed would yield $1 billions snore revenue in calendar year 
1943 than the existing excess profits tax* Hie revenue yield of this 
proposal would rise sharply as national income increases* Most of the 
additional revenue would be obtained frost corporations earning a very 
high rate of return on Invested capital* She following table shows the 
effective rate of taxation of excess profits, and the net rate of return 
after all taxes, for corporations earning specified rates of return 
before excess profits taxi 
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e above table indicates that the effective rate of tax 
for m a y corporations earning between B and IS per cent cm invested 
capital would be lower than under the existing statute* The effective 
rate on corporations earning between 6 and 8 per cent of invested 
capital is so low that the additional revenue obtained f r t h i a 
group of corporations would be coiaparatively uninportant, It follow 
that the corporations earning above 15 per cent on invested capital 
would provide tae balk of the additional revenue to be derived fro® 
this proposal. Consequently, the additional revenue yield be 
sharply reduced if the proposed rate schedule were significantly 
eoderated* Perhaps the jaoat significant effect of the tax *ould be 
to establish a ceiling of 10*5 per cant for corporate earning® after 
tax* whatever the rate of return before tax* 
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